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INTRODUCTION
This user manual is for Cascade Trilateral Heads. It
contains Operation, Installation Instructions and Periodic
Maintenance procedures.
The equipment when installed, will become an integral part
of the operating truck. The installation of the equipment
and all operations of it must be carried out in compliance
with the regulations on personal safety.
NOTE: All specifications are shown in US and (metric)
units where applicable. All fasteners have a torque value
range ±10% of stated value.
The equipment described in this manual has been built in
conformity with EU Directives 2006/42/CE.

Special Definitions
The statements shown appear throughout this manual
where special emphasis is required. Read all WARNINGS
and CAUTIONS before proceeding with any work.
Statements labeled IMPORTANT and NOTE are provided
as additional information of special significance or to make
the job easier.
WARNING – A statement preceded by
WARNING is information that should be
acted upon to prevent bodily injury. A
WARNING is always inside a ruled box.
CAUTION – A statement preceded by CAUTION is
information that should be acted upon to prevent
machine damage.
IMPORTANT – A statement preceded by IMPORTANT is
information that possesses special significance.
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NOTE – A statement preceded by NOTE is information that
is handy to know and may make the job easier.

WARNING: Rated capacity of the truck/
attachment combination is a responsibility
of the original truck manufacturer and may
be less than shown on the attachment
nameplate. Consult the truck nameplate.
WARNING: Do not operate this attachment
unless you are a trained and authorized lift
truck driver.
Weighted Emission Sound Pressure Level - Weighted
emission sound pressure level (LA) does not exceed 70
dB(A).
Measured Value of Whole Body Vibration - Measured
value of whole body vibration (m/s2) does not exceed 0,5
m/s2.
Measured Value of Hand-Arm Vibration - Measured value
of hand-arm vibration (m/s2) does not exceed 2,5 m/s2.
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USING THE MANUAL
The manual describes the operation, installation and
maintenance of this equipment.
The manual indicates the use of the machine as intended
when it was designed; it provides instructions for setting
up and use, gives suggestions for periodic maintenance.
The manual cannot take the place of experience on the
part of the user, but can only provide information.
It cannot take the place of any specific legislation which
must be complied with, together with the instructions in the
manual.
The manual supplies data on the equipment at the time of
publication and may be updated, depending on changes
made to the equipment. Cascade reserves the right to
make any such modifications without being obliged to
update previous manuals.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
HYDRAULIC CAPACITY
Cascade equipment may be provided with different
connection systems:
ISO metric
Pressurized gas
SAE UNC-UNF fasteners
MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE
See Nameplate
HYDRAULIC CAPACITY
Cascade equipment has been designed to operate with
working capacities indicated on the attachment nameplate.
Values different from the recommended capacity
jeopardize optimum use of the equipment and its reliability.
NOTE: Operating at lower than minimum hydraulic flow
may result in a lower speed of movement than intended.
Operating a higher than maximum hydraulic flow
capacity may cause damage to the attachment hydraulic
components. We recommend fitting a flow regulator in the
hydraulic supply circuit.
EQUIPMENT DATA
The equipment has a nameplate that indicates the
characteristics of the equipment and the Serial Number,
which are fundamental data for any future operations
regarding the replacement of parts or servicing. Do not
remove or damage the nameplate so that the manufacturer
can trace the equipment.
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OPERATION
General Instructions
The attachment has been designed for installation on a lift truck and is therefore intended to be used by personnel trained
for this work.
The operator must observe the regulations governing the use of lift trucks.
The attachment has been designed to suit the physical characteristics of the objects it will be used to handle, so that all
mechanical parts are sized accordingly.
The Trilateral Head unit enables pallets to be loaded and moved in areas that may be hard to access with standard
equipment. This is made possible by the movement of the loading mechanism, which can rotate around its vertical axis
and traverse across its horizontal axis.
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1

Make sure the load is compatible with the nameplate
data rating.

2

Make sure the load is properly loaded before moving it.
The forks must be fitted entirely into the pallet. The load
must be as close as possible to the fork shanks.

3

When the truck is moving, position the forks as shown.

4

Only rotate, raise and traverse the forks when the truck
is stationary.

5

The truck mast must not be tilted when the equipment is
installed.

TL0001.eps
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OPERATION
Typical Uses
The combined rotation and traverse movement of the fork
carriage makes it possible to handle loads stocked on
shelves that can only be accessed from very narrow aisles
which prevent the truck from turning to face them.
Picking a pallet from a shelf:

TL0002.eps

Improper Uses
The attachment is not designed to operate under
conditions other than those listed above (unless otherwise
stated in Residual Hazards). In particular, DO NOT do the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Move loads by pushing them.
Move people.
Raise loads with the tips of the forks only.
Move loads with people within range of the equipment.
Move unstable loads.
Use the fixture for other than intended purpose.
Handle loads with only one fork.

The unit has to be stored in an adequately temperate
location to prevent frost / ice formation due to humidity.
In case of low temperature storage environment, before
starting the "normal use", test several cycles without a load
operating with low speed to warm the unit up.
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OPERATION
Residual Hazards
The attachment has been designed to prevent risks during
the movement, installation and operation.
There are, however, some residual hazards:
• Hazard of crushing between the truck’s front structure
and the mast when completely tilted backwards.
• Hazard of shearing between the truck’s front structure
and mast components that move vertically with the mast
completely tilted backwards.
• Hazard of shearing between the attachment frame and
forks.
• Hazard of crushing between the chains/pulleys and the
transversal connections of the uprights.
• Hazard of crushing during fork service procedures.
• Hazard of crushing during cylinder service procedures.
• Hazard of crushing during installation and maintenance
operations.
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INSTALLATION
Attachment Installation
The personnel performing the operation and installation
must be competent and be aware of the technical
characteristics of the truck and attachment combination.
IMPORTANT: Before installation, ensure that the rated
capacity of the lift truck hydraulic system matches the
attachment. Consult the lift truck technical manual and the
manufacturer if necessary.

It is the responsibility of the installer to determine the
equipment and hoist chains (type and capacity) used for
lifting the attachment.

1

Ensure that the forklift carriage is clean and
undamaged.

2

Move the equipment to be installed on the lift truck.
Follow the criteria listed above when performing lifting
and transport operations. The weight of the attachment
is shown on the nameplate.

3
4

Position the lift truck behind the equipment.
Install the attachment centered on the lift truck carriage.
Tighten mounting hook capscrews lubed torque to 225
Nm (165 ft.-lbs.).

5

Connect supply hoses from the lift truck hydraulic
supply system to the attachment supply fittings

6
7

If the unit is provided with sensors, connect them.

8

Start the lift truck. With the attachment unloaded,
operate the equipment control levers to eliminate air in
the hydraulic system.
Ensure that there are no leaks in the hydraulic
connections between the lift truck and attachment.

Hoist strap/chain and eyebolt used for lifting:
N° 3 eyebolt M16 (not provided from Cascade) .
Hoist straps with minimum capacity of 500 kg (1100 lbs.)
each (not provided from Cascade).
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INSTALLATION
Attachment Installation

Lower Hook Capscrews
225 Nm (165 ft.-lbs.)

TL0011.eps

A Translate Right

Attachment Functions

A

C

C Rotate CW
B

D

B Translate Left
D Rotate CCW
TL0012.eps
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INSTALLATION
Hydraulic Circuit

Motor for Translation

Cylinder for Rotation

Motor Brake
Overcenter Valve

Relief Valve

Relief Valve

TL0010.eps
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PERIODIC MAINTENANCE
Maintenance
Maintenance may be carried out by the operator. The
procedures that must be carried out by skilled personnel
are those involving the replacement of mechanical parts.
DAILY
• Clean and remove debris from the rollers, guides, rack
and pinion for the sideshift function.
• To perform this operation it is suggested to use a metallic
brush with Loctite 7063 or similar.
• Grease the rack and pinion system using a paint brush
with RED MT grease 2 Tecnolube or similar grease.
1000 HOURS
• Grease all the moving parts with general purpose
chassis grease through the grease fittings or paintbrush.
In case of low temperature storage environment, use
grease FLUOROCARBON GEL 875L-MS.
• Check retaining capscrews and the following
components:
- Rack and pinion for the sideshift function
- Rollers for the sideshifting function (Upper & Lower)
- Rotation bearings
5000 HOURS
• Replace the thrust rollers.

Thrust Rollers
Rack and Pinion

Rotation
Bearings

Thrust Rollers
TL0007.eps

Rotation
Bearings
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PERIODIC MAINTENANCE
Decals

3

1

2 1
1

3

2

TL0009.eps

REF QTY
1
2
3

1

3
10
2

PART NO.
6540172
6404978
665595
6129482

DESCRIPTION
Decal Group
Decal-Lift Point
Decal-Pinch Point
Decal-No Step

2

3

These decals indicate the existence of a potential danger for health and personnel
safety, replace them in case they are removed, damaged or scratched.
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PERIODIC MAINTENANCE
General Instructions

11

1

Before servicing the attachment, it is necessary to clean
the components. For cleaning, use high pressure air
or water only before disassembly. After cleaning with
water, dry the attachment before disassembly.

2

Avoid oil leakage on the ground during disassemble
operations.

3
4
5

Setup a clean worktable.
Use correct tools for disassembly and reassembly.
Never use gasoline for cleaning components, use
cleaning solvent.

6

Use an appropriate filter when filling the truck hydraulic
oil tank.

7

Hydraulic oil used must conform with the type indicated
in the lift truck manuals. Be sure that all filters are
correct.

8

If there are quick release connections, be sure they are
clean before reconnecting.
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1$-9(Î-,'(/291,7/$.
0$;,0$/7$5%(7675<&.
0$.6,080òĠ/(70(%$6,1&,
㦏⮶ぴ⇫☚┪

58
6.
6/
69
75
=+

̸̸̴̸̴̵̵̵̵̷̵̴̧̧̧̨̧̳̩̬̪̺̫̩̯͆
+027126Ħ35'$91+2=$5,$'(1,$
0$6$35,./-8Î.$
$**5(*$7(769,.7
(.'21$1,0$à,5/,à,
⻭␆德摞

)-/',7(1*,1*$
0$66$'(//ಬ$775(==$785$
孔⌨偞摞
ꜵ뗞먡韥
35,('20$6Ø
8=.$5(6,(.Â57$60$6$

07
1/
12
3/
37
52

3,Ľ7$/$77$&+0(17
0$66$9$19225=(7$33$5$$7
0$66()257,//(**68767<5
0$6$2635=Ú78
3(62'2$&(665,2
0$6$(&+,3$0(178/8,$7$Ġ$7

)$'/'3+2,17(&$,//7(
(/9(6=(777(+(5.=33217792/6*
)-$5/**/$7$6+/(6/80,-8
63(6625(())(77,92
嘆摜₼㉒䀗⯀
ꭅ겙뼍닆닆겡阥ꍡ
$7,72/86,2$3.52926&(1752$76780$6
=$8'Ô76$77Â/806/ì'=6/2'=(6&(175$0
',67$1=$0,ÌÌ(17587$77$*è%,-$0,7/8)$
9(5/25(1$)67$1'727/$67=:$$57(3817

12
3/
37
52
58
6.
6/
69
75
=+

7$37/$67(381.7$967$1'
:,(/.2ĜÈ35=(681,Ú&,$Ĝ52'.$&,ÚĽ.2Ĝ&,ă$'81.8
',671&,$'2&(1752'(&$5*$3(5','$
',67$1Ĥ$/$&(1758/'(*5(87$7($/6$5&,1,,
̶̵̷̴̴̵̷̸̸̵̴̵̴̷̴̷̧̧̧̹̬̬̹̯̬̫̬̹̪̺̮̱̯͆͆̽
%<72.9</2Ŀ(1,$Ħ$Ŀ,6.$635'$910=$5,$'(10
5$='$/-$'235(0$.1-(1(*$65(',ĢÎ$2%5(0(1,79(
)5/25$7/$670,77381.76$9671'
.$<,3<.0(5.(=0(6$)(6,
嘆戌㗮劦₼㉒恬䱊
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NAMEPLATE ICONS

7

(1
%*
&6
'$
'(
(/
(6
(7
),
)5

&(17(52)*5$9,7<7202817)$&(',67$1&(
̴̷̴̸̸̶̷̵̷̸̵̴̵̵̵̴̴̴̶̵̷̴̴̧̧̧̧̧̧̧̧̬̹̹̬̭̬̹̹̳̮̹̯̬̹̹̳̹̭̹̬̲̩̼̯̽́͆͆̾́
9='/(126767Ě('81./$'8.Î(/8508
$)67$1'(10(//(07<1*'(381.72*0217(5,1*6)/$'(1
$%67$1'=:,6&+(16&+:(5381.781'0217$*()/&+(
ʿˎʻːˑʿː˅ˈʸˋˑˏˍ˒ˀʶˏˍ˒ːʿˎʻˑ˅ˋˎˏʻːˍ˕˅ˀʶː˅ː
',67$1&,$'(&(1752'(*5$9('$'$&$5$'(0217$-(
5$6.86.(6.0(.$8*86((60,6(67.,11,7863,11$67
3$,123,67((1(7,6<<6.,,11,7<63,11$67$
',67$1&(&(175('(*5$9,7)$&('(0217$*(

(1
%*
&6
'$
'(
(/

<($52)0$18)$&785(
̵̴̴̶̷̵̵̸̵̧̧̪̫̯̯̮̩̫̹̩
52.952%<
352'8.7,2165
-$+5'(5+(567(//81*
ʸˑˍːˈʿˑʿːˈ˃˒ʹː

(6
(7
),
)5
*$
+8

$2'()$%5,&$&,1
9$/0,67$0,6$$67$
9$/0,67869826,
$11('()$%5,&$7,21
%/,$,1'$176$2&+7$
$*<5769(

*$
+8
,6
,7
-$
.2
/7
/9
07
1/

)$',',5$10(&+$1/5$*86$1$'$1)(,67(
6/<32176=(5(/Ē)(//(7792/6*
0,-$ <1*'$5$)/67,/$+/$$5/.$06)-$5/*
&(1752',*5$9,7$ಬ'$/3,$12',$**$1&,2
ኻኃዐእ槱ቛቑ摜㉒
녚뗞ꐩ阥ꍡ꾅鲵뼑닆ꇚ닆겡
$76780$6182681.,2-Ø*26&(1752,.,3$*5,1'235,(.,1Ø6386Ø6
$77Â/8061260$*80$&(175$/ì'=8=67Â'ìĢ$1$69,560$,
Ì(17587$ಬ*5$9,76$'',67$1=$02817)$&(
$)67$1'7866(1=:$$57(3817(10217$*(9/$.

,6
,7
-$
.2
/7
/9

)5$0/(,6/85
$112',)$%%5,&$=,21(
完抯ㄵ
뇑눥髹
3$*$0,1,020(7$,
5$Ŀ2Ģ$1$6*$'6

07
1/
12
3/
37
52

12
3/
37
52
58
6.
6/
69
75
=+

$967$1'7<1*'(381.77,/0217(5,1*6)/$7(
2'/(*ă2ĜÈ2'Ĝ52'.$&,ÚĽ.2Ĝ&,'2&=2ă$=$:,(6=(1,$
',671&,$'2&(1752'(*5$9,'$'(683(5)&,('(0217$*(0
',67$1Ĥ$'(/$&(1758/'(*5(87$7(/$6835$)$Ĥ$'(0217$5(
̷̸̸̵̴̵̴̷̸̵̸̴̵̵̴̵̶̵̷̴̵̸̧̧̧̹̯̬̹̬̹̹̭̬̹̯̫̺̹̩̰̩̬̼̹̯͆̽͆̾
9=',$/(126ĦĦ$Ŀ,6.$2'Î(/1(-675$1<8&+<7(1,$
5$='$/-$7(Ŀ,ĢÎ$2'635('1-(0217$Ŀ1(675$1,
$9671'7<1*'381.77,//0217(5,1*6<7$
$à,5/,.0(5.(=,,/()25.<=$5$6,0(6$)(
摜㉒Ⓙ⸘孔槱䤓恬䱊

6(1$7$ಬ0$1,)$7785$
%28:-$$5
352'8.6-2165
52.352'8.&-,
$12'()$%5,&2
$18/'()$%5,&$Ĥ,(

58
6.
6/
69
75
=+

̵̵̵̴̪̫̯̮̪̹̩̲̬̯͆
52.952%<
/(72,='(/$9(
7,//9(5.1,1*65
5(7,0<,/,
Ⓟ抯

(1 &$3$&,7<2)758&.$1'$77$&+0(17&20%,1$7,210$<%(/(667+$1$77$&+0(17&$3$&,7<6+2:1&2168/7758&.1$0(3/$7(7+(&$3$&,7<2)7+(758&.$1'
$77$&+0(17&20%,1$7,216+$//%(&203/,(':,7+
%* ̶̴̸̴̴̶̵̶̷̸̵̶̵̵̴̶̴̶̷̸̴̶̵̧̧̧̧̧̧̧̨̧̧̧̧̧̧̧̧̧̨̧̧̧̧̧̱̯̹̬̹̹̬̫̯̬̯̹̬̩̫̯̪̯̯̹̩̱̳̭̬̫̫̬̳̲̱̹̫̫̬̯̱̯̹̬̹̯̹̩̱̹̩̯̭̹̬̹̬̲̱̹̩̫̯̪̽́́̾́́͆̽̾
̵̷̵̶̵̴̵̸̴̷̵̴̵̶̷̸̷̸̵̸̧̧̧̧̧̨̧̧̧̨̧̧̧̹̩̫̬̳̹̹̱̯̱̳̯̯̹̹̯̹̩̱̯̹̩̫̹̩̬̹̹̩̹̽͆͆́
&6 1261267.20%,1$&(92=.863Ě'$910=$Ě=(100İĿ(%70(1Ģ1(Ŀ89('(112612673Ě'$91+2=$Ě=(1352+/'1Ü7(6,Ģ77(.92=.81261267
.20%,1$&(92=.8$3Ě'$91+2=$Ě=(11(60%73Ě(.52Î(1$
'$ '(16$0/('(.$3$&,7(7)25758&.(12*'(730217(5('(7,/%(+5.$195(0,1'5((1''(19,67(.$3$&,7(7)257,/%(+5(76(758&.(161$91(3/$'(
.20%,1$7,21(1$)758&.(16.$3$&,7(72*7,/%(+5(76.$/29(5+2/'(6
'( ',(75$*.5$)7'(5.20%,1$7,21$8667$3/(581'$1%$8*(57.$11*(5,1*(56(,1$/6',($1*(*(%(1(1(1175$*)+,*.(,76,(+(7<3(16&+,/'',(
75$*)+,*.(,7'(567$3/(5$1%$8*(57.20%,1$7,210866'$0,7%(5(,167,00(1
(/ ˅˔˖ˏ˅ˑˇˈˍˑ˅ˑʿˑˍ˒ˍ˔˅ˊʿˑˍːˈʿˇː˒ˋ˂˒ʿːˊˍ˒˃ˌʿˏˑ˅ˊʿˑ˖ˋ˃ˋ˂˃˔˃ˑʿˇˋʿ˃ˇˋʿˇ˔ʿˊ˅ˉˍˑ˃ˏ˅ʿˎˍˑ˅˔˖ˏ˅ˑˇˈˍˑ˅ˑʿˑˍ˒˃ˌʿˏˑ˅ˊʿˑˍːːˑˍˎʿˏʿ˂˃ˇˁˊʿ
ː˒ˊˀˍ˒ˉ˃˒ˑ˃ˇˑ˃ˑ˅ˋ˃ˑˇˈ˃ˑʿˍ˔˅ˊʿˑˍː˅ˇˈʿˋʻˑ˅ˑʿˑˍ˒ˍ˔ʹˊʿˑˍːˈʿˇˑˍ˒ː˒ˋ˂˃˂˃ˊʸˋˍ˒˃ˌˍˎˉˇːˊˍʼˎˏʸˎ˃ˇˋʿ˃ʺˋʿˇː˒ˊˀʿˑʸː
(6 /$&$3$&,'$'&20%,1$'$'(&$55(7,//$<$&&(625,238('(6(50(12548(/$&$3$&,'$''(/$&&(625,2,1',&$'$&2168/7(/$3/$&$'(&$5$&7(567,&$6'(/$
&$55(7,//$'(%(&803/,56(/$&$3$&,'$'&20%,1$'$'(&$55(7,//$<$&&(625,2
(7 /$$'85,-$76($'0(.20%,1$76,221,-8'/869,%2//$9,.6(0.8,76($'0(1,'$78'-8'/869$$'$.(/$$'85,$1'0(3/$$7,/$$'85-$76($'(
3($9$'2/(0$.67(,6(*$9$67$986(6
), 758..,-$/,6/$,7(<+',67(/01.$3$6,7((77,92,2//$3,(1(03,.8,1/,6/$,77((1,/02,7(778.$3$6,7((77,.6758.,1$592.,/3,758.,1-$/,6/$,77((1
<+',67(/0112672.<.<21128'$7(77$9$
)5 /$&$3$&,7('(/$&20%,1$,621&+$5,27$&&(662,5(3(876ಬ$9(5(5,1)(5,(85($&(//(,1',48((3285/ಬ$&&(662,5(6(5(3257(5$/$3/$48(6,*1$/(7,48('8
&+$5,275(63(&7(5/$&$3$&,7'8&+$5,27(7'(/ಬ$&&(662,5(&20%,16
*$ 'ಬ)+$')$'+126/&80$,6$%+(,7+$*$1758&$,/$*86)(,67($61$1&80$6)(,67,6$7+$,63(17$5)$&+$5$,10&+/51$758&$,/(&/2)($5/(&80$61$
758&$,/($*86$1&+20+&+($1*$/)(,67,6
+8 $7$5*21&$6$7$572=..20%,1&,.$3$&,76$/(+(7+2*<.(9(6(%%0,17$=%5=2/77$572=..$3$&,76$/6'$7$5*21&$$'$77%/1$7$5*21&$6
6=(5(/..20%,1&,7(+(5%561$.(/(*(7.(//7(11,((11(.
,6 *(7$958%/62*9,+(1*,69,%7$5*(7859(5,0,11,(1*(7$9,+(1*,6(561'5)5,<..859,1$)1$6.,/7,958%/6,16 $$)</*-$*(78
958%/6,162*9,+(1*,69,%7,11,
,7 /$3257$7$'(//$&20%,1$=,21(&$55(//2$775(==$785(38(66(5(,1)(5,25(5,63(772$//$3257$7$'(//($775(==$785(',&+,$5$7$&2168/7$5(/$
7$5*+(77$'(/&$55(//2'(9((66(5(5,63(77$7$/$3257$7$'(//$&20%,1$=,21(&$55(//2(/(9$725($775(==$785$
-$ ኲኆዙኌኲእቑ厌┪ቋ孔⌨ቑ俓ቢ⚗ቲሾቒ䯉ሸቯሧቮ孔⌨ቑ厌┪ቫቭ⇝ሧ⫃⚗ሯሥቭቡሼᇭኲኆዙኌኲእቑኪዙኽኴዉዙእት䦇嵖እአኌቑ⹈摞ቋ孔⌨ቑ俓ቢ⚗ቲሾቋቒ⸮㡌䂗ቢᇭ
.2 뱭ꆢꗄꜵ뗞陥뼞ꓱ넍끞ꅾ냵븑겑鷑ꜵ뗞ꓱ끞ꅾꚩ鲙놶냹ꯍ넽걪鱽鲙뱭ꆢꐺ볅냹뗭눥뼍겢겑꿙뱭ꆢꗄꜵ뗞ꓱ陥뼞넍끞ꅾ냹늵ꯍ뼩꼱뼞鱽鲙
/7 .5$87892,535,('2'(5,1,2*$/,1*80$6*$/,%Ĭ7,0$Ŀ(61,61(*81852'<7$635,('2*$/,1*80$66.$,7<.,7(,1)250$&,-Æ.5$87892,1)250$&,1Ø-(3/2.Ģ7(/Ø-(
%Ĭ7,1$1(9,5Ģ<7,.5$87892,535,('2'(5,1,2*$/,26
/9 $872,(.5Â9Ô-$813,('(580$.23Ô-Â&(/763Ô-$9$5%Ĭ70$=Â.$3$5125Â'ì723,('(580$&(/763Ô-86.$7ì7$872,(.5Â9Ô-$7(+1,6.2'$783/Â.61ì7,,5
-Â,(9Ô52$872,(.5Â9Ô-$818=.$5(6,(.Â57$6.23Ô-Â&(/763Ô-$
07 ,/.$3$Ì,77$775$..87$77$*è0,5,04$%%$'0,(*è87,67$ಬ7.81,14$60,//.$3$Ì,7085,-$7$77$*è0,5,04$%%$'0,(*è8,ÌÌ(..-$/3-$1Ì$7$/,6(07$7
75$..,/.$3$Ì,77$775$..)/,0.,(10$ಬ',.7$77$*è0,5,04$%%$'0,(*è875,'7,â,662',6)$7$
1/ +(7'5$$*9(502*(19$1'(&20,1$7,(9$1+()758&.(19225=(7$33$5$$7.$1/$*(5=,-1'$1+(79(50(/'('5$$*9(502*(19$1+(79225=(7$33$5$$7.,-.
23+(77<3(3/$$7-(9$1'(+()758&.0(7'(&$3$&,7(,79$1'(&20%,1$7,(9$1758&.(19225=(7$33$5$$7:25'75(.(1,1**(+28'(1
12 727$/.20%,1(57.$3$6,7(7)25*$))(/758&.2*7,/%(+5.$195(0,1'5((11$1*,77.$3$6,7(7)257,/%(+5(76(*$))(/758&.(161$91(3/$7('(1727$/(
.$3$6,7(7(1)25*$))(/758&.2*7,//(**68767<5.20%,1(57029(5+2/'(6
3/ 8'Ļ:,*=(632ă8:=.$,2635=Ú7802Ľ(%<È01,(-6=<1,Ľ32.$=$1<8'Ļ:,*2635=Ú783$75=7$%/,&=.$=1$0,212:$:=.$1$/(Ľ<35=(675=(*$È
'2386=&=$/1(*28'Ļ:,*8=(632ă8:=.$,2635=Ú78
37 $&$3$&,'$'('$&20%,1$ 2'2(03,/+$'25('2$&(665,232'(6(5,1)(5,25&$3$&,'$'('2$&(665,2$35(6(17$'$&2168/7($&+$3$'(
(63(&,),&$(6'2(03,/+$'25&$3$&,'$'('2&$0,1+ 2(&20%,1$ 2'(3(1+25$'(9(6(55(63(,7$'2
52 &$3$&,7$7($9(+,&8/8/8,Ġ,$&20%,1$Ĥ,(,',632=,7,9(/25'(35,1'(5(32$7(),0$,0,&Ä'(&7&$3$&,7$7($',632=,7,9(/25'(35,1'(5(,1',&$7Ä&2168/7$Ĥ,
3/Ä&8Ĥ$&8&$5$&7(5,67,&,/(7(+1,&($/(67,98,7258/8,&$3$&,7$7($&20%,1$Ĥ,(,67,98,725(&+,3$0(17($7$Ġ$7(75(%8,(5(63(&7$7Ä
58 ̸̵̸̴̷̵̶̵̴̵̸̵̶̵̷̴̸̴̵̵̸̷̵̸̵̴̴̴̵̷̵̶̵̴̵̸̴̸̴̵̵̸̷̵̸̸̧̧̧̧̧̨̧̧̧̧̩̳̬̹̪̺̮̫̬̳̹̩̹̪̺̮̯̱̯̩̬̪̺̹̰̹̩̳̭̬̹̹̯̭̬̺̱̮̰̪̺̮̫̬̳̹̯̩̬̪̺̹̰̹̩̳͆́̓̾͂̓́
̴̸̴̴̴̵̵̵̸̵̵̴̷̵̴̴̷̵̶̵̴̵̸̵̶̵̷̴̸̴̵̵̵̵̷̵̴̧̨̧̨̨̧̨̧̧̧̧̨̧̹̲̯̱̺̹̬̼̯̬̱̯̼̫̼̬̼̫̯̳̲̫̹̱̳̯̯̩̺̪̺̮̫̬̳̹̩̹̪̺̮̯̱̯̩̬̪̺̫̩̯̾̾͂̓́̓̾͆ͅͅ
6. 126126Ħ92=.$$35'$91+2=$5,$'(1,$0Ŀ(%<Ħ0(1Ģ,$$.289('(1126126Ħ35'$91+2=$5,$'(1,$%/,ĿĢ,(,1)250&,(89('(11$7<32920Ģ77.8
92=.$126126Ħ92=.$635'$910=$5,$'(10%8'('2'5Ŀ$1
6/ =02*/-,9267.20%,1$&,-(9,/,Î$5-$,1235(0(-(/$+.20$1-Ģ$2'35,.$=$1(=02*/-,9267,235(0(832Ģ7(9$-7(1$3,6123/2ĢÎ,&29,/,Î$5-$832Ģ7(9$7,-(
3275(%12=02*/-,9267.20%,1$&,-(9,/,Î$5-$,1235(0(
69 .$3$&,7(7(1)5.20%,1$7,21(1*$))(/758&.2&+$**5(*$7.$19$5$0,1'5(1$1*,9(1.$3$&,7(7/6*$))(/758&.(167<36.</7.$3$&,7(7(1)5
.20%,1$7,21(1*$))(/758&.2&+$**5(*$76.$)/-$6
75 $5$.$3$6,7(6,9('21$1,0.20%,1$6<218*67(5,/(1'21$1,0.$3$6,7(6,1'(1'Ġ.2/$%,/,5$5$%,/*,(7,.(7,1(%$Ġ98581$5$.$3$6,7(6,9('21$1,0
.20%,1$6<2188<80/82/0$/,',5
=+ ♘懵♘懵⻭␆䤓冋⚗㔎戌厌┪♾厌⺞ℝ㣍䯉䤓♘懵⻭␆㔎戌厌┪ᇭ庆♑劒♘懵杼䓛ᇭㄣ䶵⚗♘懵♘懵⻭␆䤓冋⚗㔎戌厌┪ᇭ
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Do you have questions you need
answered right now? Call your nearest Cascade Service Department.
Visit us online at www.cascorp.com

AMERICAS
Cascade Corporation
U.S. Headquarters
2201 NE 201st
Fairview, OR 97024-9718
Tel: 800-CASCADE (227-2233)
Fax: 888-329-8207

Cascade Canada Inc.
5570 Timberlea Blvd.
Mississauga, Ontario
Canada L4W-4M6
Tel: 905-629-7777
Fax: 905-629-7785

Cascade do Brasil
Praça Salvador Rosa,
131/141-Jordanópolis,
São Bernardo do Campo - SP
CEP 09891-430
Tel: 55-13-2105-8800
Fax: 55-13-2105-8899

EUROPE-AFRICA
Cascade Italia S.R.L.
European Headquarters
Via Dell’Artigianato 1
37030 Vago di Lavagno (VR)
Italy
Tel: 39-045-8989111
Fax: 39-045-8989160

Cascade (Africa) Pty. Ltd.
PO Box 625, Isando 1600
60A Steel Road
Sparton, Kempton Park
South Africa
Tel: 27-11-975-9240
Fax: 27-11-394-1147

ASIA-PACIFIC
Cascade Japan Ltd.
2-23, 2-Chome,
Kukuchi Nishimachi
Amagasaki, Hyogo
Japan, 661-0978
Tel: 81-6-6420-9771
Fax: 81-6-6420-9777

Cascade Korea
121B 9L Namdong Ind.
Complex, 691-8 Gojan-Dong
Namdong-Ku
Inchon, Korea
Tel: +82-32-821-2051
Fax: +82-32-821-2055

Cascade-Xiamen
No. 668 Yangguang Rd.
Xinyang Industrial Zone
Haicang, Xiamen City
Fujian Province
P.R. China 361026
Tel: 86-592-651-2500
Fax: 86-592-651-2571

Cascade Australia Pty. Ltd.
1445 Ipswich Road
Rocklea, QLD 4107
Australia
Tel: 1-800-227-223
Fax: +61 7 3373-7333

Cascade New Zealand
15 Ra Ora Drive
East Tamaki, Auckland
New Zealand
Tel: +64-9-273-9136
Fax: +64-9-273-9137

Sunstream Industries
Pte. Ltd.
18 Tuas South Street 5
Singapore 637796
Tel: +65-6795-7555
Fax: +65-6863-1368

Cascade India Material
Handling Private Limited
Office No.21, 3rd Floor,
Lokmanya House,
Plot No.44, Sr. No. 89/90,
CTS No.950,
Lokmanya Colony, Paud Rd.,
Kothrud, Pune-411038
Phone : +91 955 250 3060
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